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The new cycle represents the first time Navigraph has changed its airspace data since the 2003 release, which is a whopping 7 years ago. Navigraph has experienced some
turbulence in the business since then, with a series of receivers going public, multiple instances of the FAA re-classifying aircraft, and even an FAA inspector test purchasing aircraft
that were sold as "passed" by Navigraph. Other aviation companies have attempted to deal with this situation in various ways, including raising prices for their subscriptions in an

attempt to reinstate some consumer confidence in the company. Navigraph has also used the releases in recent years to update some of their products. In 2014, Navigraph
updated the Navigraph map data for the first time since 2010. That was the first time Navigraph updated more than just their military data. While Navigraph may not actually

release an exact reason for their cycles timing, it does make sense that this would be the case. The Jeppesen data has now reached a point where Navigraph can finally release
their follow-on to the Navigraph map data. Navigraph will have launched their new product in 2017, which means the next business cycle will come out in 2018. After that, Aerosoft

will release their own navigation data in 2019, and Navigraph will follow in 2020. With such a busy period, it makes sense that the 2018 cycle may take longer to come out. 0. 1
Navigraph AIRAC Cycle 1909 Version download free. 0. 2 Navigraph AIRAC cycle 2011 free Version download. 0. 3 Navigraph AIRAC cycle 1809 download full version.. Read More....
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